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Simple Boundary Condition for
Canonical EBG surface:
PMC-backed Uniaxial Medium


Marko Bosiljevac, Zvonimir Sipus, Per-Simon Kildal
and Angelo Freni
Abstract— A simple-to-use replacement model for isotropic
electromagnetic bandgap surfaces such as mushroom surfaces is
investigated. Properties of electromagnetic bandgap surfaces
strongly depend on the incidence angle of the incoming plane
wave. The suggested model takes this behavior into account and
actually represents the ideal electromagnetic bandgap surface.
The model is based on uniaxial representation of a thin DB layer
backed by a PMC plate. We investigate how this model behaves
in comparison with a realistic mushroom surface, and when it
can be applied. The results show that the proposed model can be
used for both far field calculations and antenna coupling
evaluation.
Index Terms—Periodic surfaces, electromagnetic scattering,
EBG surfaces,
conditions
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I. INTRODUCTION

deal boundary conditions are widely used in most
electromagnetic solvers to approximate the behavior of
actual surfaces or materials. For example, it is customary to
replace metal conductors with Perfect Electric Conductors
(PEC), thus greatly simplifying the computation. Perfect
Magnetic Conductor (PMC) boundary condition is also often
used in the first stage of electromagnetic simulations, even
though magnetic conductors at microwave frequencies do not
exist in nature. The reason is that some artificial surfaces
exhibit magnetic conducting properties in certain frequency
bands. Such surfaces normally have a very complex periodic
structure, whose analysis requires very time-consuming full
wave techniques, especially if the surfaces are a part of a
larger electromagnetic structure. In such cases, PMC offers an
easy way to simplify the analysis and still provides practically
useful results [1]-[3].
The PEC and PMC are defined by the condition that
tangential electric field and tangential magnetic field are zero
at the boundary, respectively. By combining PEC strips and
PMC strips parallel to each other, we can obtain other quite
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common ideal surfaces, i.e. the so-called soft and hard
surfaces [3]-[5]. The former is observed when waves are
propagating transverse to the PEC/PMC strips, and the latter
when the waves propagate along them. Ideal simple surfaces
of these kinds can be referred to as canonical surfaces [1].
Lately, several new boundary conditions with interesting
properties such as DB, D’B’, SHDB have been presented [6]
and this list will, for sure, expand in the following years.
However, the main practical issue regarding these boundary
conditions, namely their realization, still remains mostly
unanswered. For this reason, we are considering different
ways of exploiting these types of boundary conditions and in
particular DB boundary properties.
Many artificial surface types, apart from the ideal ones
mentioned above, have appeared during the recent years, and
they are commonly used in various applications. In particular,
artificial surfaces that exhibit electromagnetic bandgap (EBG)
properties, such as mushroom structures, have proven very
useful [3], [7]. They are successfully used for both antenna
coupling reduction and for achieving artificial magnetic
ground planes for low profile antennas. EBG surfaces
incorporate many fine details in their design and consequently
the analysis of devices which contain them is often quite
complex, and there is a need for simpler representation of the
EBG surface. This can be beneficial in initial designs to
achieve the desired goal, i.e. to determine which
improvements in the antenna system are possible to obtain by
using artificial surfaces.
The characteristics of EBG surfaces change significantly on
the angle of incoming wave. For grazing incidence they
behave basically as isotropic soft surfaces stopping any kind
of wave propagation along the surface. For normal incidence,
they behave as Artificial Magnetic Conductors (AMC). This
behavior cannot be captured by simple boundary conditions
like PEC or PMC, but solutions exist if only certain aspects of
the EBG surface need to be modeled. Boundary conditions
that describe ideal isotropic soft surface are the DB boundary
conditions introduced by Rumsey in 1959 [8] and recently
investigated by Lindell and Sihvola in [6], [9], [10]. Here, DB
refers to a surface for which the normal components of both D
and B vectors are defined to be zero, thus forcing the decay of
both TE and TM polarized waves along the surface when
propagating away from a source located at the surface. Such
defined DB boundary conditions can also be written as

En  0, H n  0

(1)

in all practical cases when the medium on one side of the
boundary is isotropic (here index n denotes normal field
components). Although very simple and easy to implement,
these boundary conditions are very powerful and they are a
good starting point in the quest to describe the ideal EBG
surface, but they cannot be used directly since they lack
definition for normal incidence [10] [11].
An attempt to modify DB conditions to approach the ideal
EBG surface conditions were the PMC amended DB boundary
conditions [11], defined as
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H n  jH l  0, En  0 ,

(2)

whhere index n denotes
d
the normal
n
compon
nent of the fiield
(w
with respect to
o the boundarry surface), an
nd l denotes its
lonngitudinal com
mponent in the direction of wave
w
propagation
aloong the boundaary surface. Th
hey correct the normal inciden
nce
anoomaly present in the definittion of DB co
onditions and can
c
verry well descrribe practical EBG surfaces. However, the
prooblem of the am
mended DB co
onditions lies in
n the fact that the
dirrection of the wave impingiing on the surrface needs to be
known, which iss not suitable for implemen
ntation in geneeral
M solvers. Con
nsequently, we
w have taken a new approaach
EM
bassed on uniaxiaal representatio
on of the origin
nal DB boundary
[9]], and we havee extended thiss in a physicall way in orderr to
desscribe correctly
y the EBG surrface also for normal
n
inciden
nce.
Thhis approach is
i a more practical way of
o establishing
g a
cannonical EBG boundary,
b
and
d thanks to its simplicity it has
h
pottential for app
plication in geeneral EM co
odes for arbitrary
geoometries and sources.
s
Comparison of basicc properties off all
connsidered surfacces is given in Table 1.
TAB
BLE 1 COMPARISO
ON OF BASIC PROP
PERTIES OF PRACT
TICAL EBG SURFA
ACE,
DB
B SURFACE, AND PM
MC-BACKED DB SURFACE
S
.

Normal
incidence

TM
polarization

P
Practical
E
EBG surface

approx.
PMC

PEC

PMC

D
DB surface

not defined

PEC

PMC

P
PMC-backed
D
DB surface

PMC

PEC

PMC

 2 Ez
x 2
2 H z
x 2



2 Ez



2 H z

y 2



y 2

 z  2 Ez
  x z k02 Ez  0
 x z 2

 2 H z
  x  z k02 H z  0
 z
 x z 2

,

(4)

where k 02   2 0  0 . B
By assuming plane wave proppagation in a
 jk x  jk y  jk z

standardd form e x e y e z the followingg dispersion
relationn is obtained foor the Ez field (T
TM case)

k 

TM
M 2
z

  x  x k02 

x 2
 ,
z

(5)

x 2
 ,
z

(6)

while foor the Hz field (TE case) it is

k 

TE
E 2
z

  x  x k02 

where  2  k x2  k y2 .

Grazing incidence
i
TE
polarization

It is woorth noting thaat by forcing z and z to zerro we obtain
the DB boundary connditions at thee air-medium iinterface [9],
becausee Dz   0 z Ez and Bz  0  z H z .
Usingg similar proccedure as in [12], [13] wee obtain the
followinng differential equations for the Ez and Hz components
of the eelectromagneticc field:

Next,, we apply a m
modification off the structure in which the
thin uniiaxial slab is bbacked with a P
PMC plate. Byy making the
structurre thin and lettting z and z approach to zzero, we will
show thhat we obtain boundary connditions that coorrespond to
practicaal EBGs.
The rreflection coeffficients for thee latter geomettry (shown in
Fig. 1), that we will caall PMC-backeed uniaxial slabb, are:
TE 

II. PM
MC-BACKED DB
B UNIAXIAL MEDIUM
TM
M 

k z  jk zTE taan(k zTE h)
k z  jk zTE taan(k zTE h)

(7)

,

k z  jk zTM ccot(k zTM h)
k z  jk zTM ccot(k zTM h)

.

(8)

These ccoefficients deppend on the slab thickness aand on z and
z com
mponents of uuniaxial mediuum. This will result in a
possibillity to adjust tthe phase behhavior of the P
PMC backed
uniaxiall slab in orderr to match thee desired charaacteristics of
the pracctical EBG struucture.
Figg.1. Geometry of the uniaxial mediu
um representing DB
D slab backed wiith a
PM
MC plane

IIII. PRACTICALL CASE: DIPOLEE OVER PLANAR
R EBG

The implemen
ntation of DB
B boundary co
onditions that we
shaall consider is a uniaxial an
nisotropic slab shown in Fig
g. 1
chaaracterized by tensors

A. Faar-field resultss
As aan example off EBG structuure we shall cconsider the
mushro om structure inntroduced in [77] and shown iin Figure 2.a,
with dim
mensions: widdth of the squaare patches w = 2.25 mm,
period iin both x and y directions P = 2.4 mm, thhickness and
permittiivity of the dielectric slabb t = 1.6 m
mm, relative
permittiivity r = 2.2,, and vias diam
meter d = 0.36 mm. Fullwave ssolutions for the mushrooom surface inncluding all

 x 0
   0  0  x
 0 0

0
x

0  ,   0  0
 0
 z 

0

x
0

0
0  .
 z 

(3)
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geoometrical details have beeen obtained by using CST
C
Miicrowave Stud
dio [14] and 3DAMxLAD
D (3D Antenn
nas
Moodeller eXten
nded for Larg
ge Array Design) [15], [16]
num
merical codess. CST MS was
w also used to simulate the
cannonical PMC-b
backed uniaxiaal medium itseelf (shown in Fig.
F
2.bb). Figs. 2.a an
nd 2.b also sh
how a horizonttal dipole, wh
hich
willl be used to compare near and
a far-field eff
ffects between the
reaalistic mushroo
om structure an
nd the proposed
d model.

since thhe boundary coondition for thhe normal compponent of Efield at PMC surface (i.e., Ez = 0),, due to small thickness of
the slabb, is practicaally directly ttranslated to the uniaxial
medium
m/air interface ((z = h). Thereffore, for sake oof simplicity,
we willl use z = 1.0 inn all considereed cases, and aalso x = x =
1.0 sincce this choice aavoids unnecesssary propagatiion of waves
along thhe surface.

(aa)

Fig. 3. R
Reflection coefficieent phase for TE and TM cases, coomputed for the
practical mushroom structture by considerinng it as infinite ddouble periodic
structure.

(b
b)
Figg. 2. (a) Mushroom
m structure geometry excited by a sh
hort horizontal dip
pole
(b) equivalent PMC backed
b
uniaxial meedium EBG model geometry excited
d by
pole.
a shhort horizontal dip

Characteristicss of practical EBG structurees, as mention
ned
beffore, are high
hly erratic if we
w consider a wide frequen
ncy
rannge, however, for the pu
urpose of mo
odeling we can
c
conncentrate on the
t behavior that is most dominant and
d is
vissible approxim
mately in the center of th
he bandgap (the
(
meeasured bandgap is between
n 11.5 and 16..6 GHz [7]). We
W
reffer here to the part of the baandgap or freq
quency where the
phase characterisstics of practiccal EBG are cllosest to the id
deal
hows the phasee of the reflection
ones. For this reaason Fig. 3 sh
ngle of inciden
nce
coeefficient of thee EBG structurre versus the an
of the impinging plane wave. Almost
A
ideal beehavior (i.e. wh
hen
EB
BG acts as a PM
MC for normal incidence) is present
p
around
d 14
GH
Hz, while if wee move toward
ds the two end
ds of the bandg
gap
(i.ee. 12 GHz and
a
16 GHz) phase characcteristics chan
nge
siggnificantly.
Looking at Fiig. 3 it is cleaar that the mo
L
odeling frequen
ncy
shoould be set to 14
1 GHz, and th
he parameters h,
h z and z of the
uniaxial slab hav
ve to be choseen in a way to match the phase
G. The ideal ph
hase of reflection
chaaracteristic of the actual EBG
coeefficient for TM case is 0 (PMC)
(
for all incidence anglles.
Too obtain this, th
he thickness of
o the uniaxial slab h should be
eleectrically smalll (typically λ0/100 or even λ0/1000). In this
t
casse the value off the z-componeent of permittiv
vity is not critiical

The ratio z/h, hoowever, is a ccritical parameeter since it
governss the slope of tthe TE polarizzation reflection coefficient
argumennt. In the ideaal case the TE phase goes froom 0 to 180
when sscanning the iincident anglee  . This is seen in the
realisticc TE case at 144 GHz shown in Fig. 3 com
mputed for an
infinite double perioddic EBG struccture. To matcch this exact
we force the phhase of the refllection coefficiient in (7) to
slope w
be equaal to the reflecttion coefficiennt phase value computed in
Fig. 3. Since the mattching can be obtained only for a single
angle oof incidence, inn order to redduce the average error, we
choose an angle in tthe center of tthe scan area (specifically
 = 45). With this chhoice, the valuue of the ratio that ensures
the bestt matching for the EBG under analysis is:

 z 8.9
.

h


(9)

Additioonal to this sppecific EBG, we have connsidered also
differennt EBG designns found in sccientific literaature (e.g. in
[3]), annd the ratio (9)) fits these designs as well. T
To verify the
accuraccy of the apprroximation wee first comparre the phase
values oof the reflectioon coefficients for both TE annd TM cases
when caalculated by ussing CST Micrrowave Studioo for both the
canoniccal EBG modeel (i.e. of PMC
C-backed uniaxxial medium)
and the realistic mushhroom surface. The result is shown in Fig.
4 for the working frequency off 14 GHz att which the
m surface actts as a PMC for normal
consideered mushroom
incidencce.
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The PMC-baccked uniaxial model is furrther verified by
connsidering a sh
hort dipole (10 mm long) plaaced horizontaally
0.55 mm from th
he EBG structture, as shown
n in Fig. 2. This
T
connfiguration allows us to check the accuraccy of the radiaated
fieeld and the posssibility to model near-field efffects.
In the case of the PMC-baacked uniaxial model the fiield
raddiation pattern can be obtaineed very simply
y by summing the
conntributions dirrectly radiated
d from the dipole
d
and tho
ose
refflected from the EBG surfacee, as follows:

EH  plane  C

e jkR
 1  TE ( )  e j 2k0 hd cos
R





(10)

The ppatterns in both
th E-plane and H-plane are shhown in Fig.
5. It shoows how well tthe PMC-backked uniaxial meedium model
matchess with the ressults obtained by the generaal EM solver
(CST M
Microwave Stuudio) for the realistic casee of a short
dipole aabove the mushhroom surfacee of finite dimeensions (5 x
5 struuctures were siimulated). Onn the other sidde, the PMC
model ccompletely faiiled in prediction of radiatioon pattern in
the H-pplane. Thereforre, we can sayy that the propposed model
can be eeasily used as an ideal replaccement for an E
EBG surface
workingg in the middlee of the frequeency bandgap. This speeds
up the pprocess of makking the first deesign of some E
EM structure
that conntains EBG layyers.

forr the TE case (H
H plane), and

EE  plane  C

e jkR
cos   1  TM ( )  e j 2k0 hd cos
R





(11)

forr the TM case (E
( plane), with
h C   j k 4 .

(a)

(a)

(b)
Fig. 5. Raadiation pattern o f a horizontal shoort dipole placed 00.5 mm above a
realistic m
mushroom surface; (a) E plane, (b) H plane.

B. Ne
Near-field resullts

(b)
Figg. 4. Reflection co
oefficient phase, computed for the PMC
P
backed uniaaxial
model (h = /1000) and
a for the actual mushroom
m
surfacee at 14 GHz versuss the
inciidence angle of thee impinging plane wave; (a) TE casee, (b) TM case.

Sincee the radiationn pattern resullts have a goood matching
betweenn the canonicall model and thhe real structuree, the natural
questionn that arises iss if the canoniccal model can also be used
for preediction of nnear-field paraameters. Thuss, we have
calculatted the S11 parrameter versus frequency for a horizontal
dipole pplaced above tthe EBG structture (the dimennsions of the
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struucture are the same as in thee previous exam
mples). The EB
BG
struucture was anaalyzed using th
he full-wave 3D
DAMxLAD co
ode
[155], [16], whilee for analyzing
g dipoles abov
ve a PMC-back
ked
uniaxial structuree and above a PMC plane a moment meth
hod
codde was develop
ped based on the
t approach given
g
in [17]. It is
woorth noting thaat Fig. 6 showss a shift in maatching frequen
ncy
bettween our mod
del and the reallistic structure.. However, a sh
hift
bettween the PM
MC model and
d the realistic structure is also
a
preesent. Therefo
ore, the propossed canonical model is of the
sam
me order of acccuracy as the PMC model when calculating
thee input reflecttion coefficien
nt (in average it even shows a
bettter agreement)).

comparrison of the prooposed model results with thhe full-wave
simulatiion results forr the realistic EBG surface. The results
show thhat the far-fieldd is well reprooduced while thhe near-field
results hhave to be takken with precauutions. Namelyy, the S11 has
an offseet in the matcching frequenccy when comppared to the
realisticc EBG, while on the other hand the couupling S21 is
predicteed very well. T
Taking these prrecautions into account this
model ccan be a very ffast way to perrform initial caalculations to
test if aan EBG will haave the desiredd effect inside the designed
antennaa structure.

(a)
Figg. 6. S11 comparisson for small dip
pole above differeent structures; acctual
mushroom structure, ideal PMC and PM
MC-backed uniaxiial model.

M
Much better agreement
a
betw
ween the PMC
C-backed uniax
xial
moodel and the practical
p
EBG surface can be
b obtained wh
hen
callculating coup
pling between two dipoles placed
p
above the
connsidered EBG surface. As an
n example Fig
g. 7 shows the S21
parrameter calcullated for two dipoles both in
i the H- and Eplaane (to nulliffy the influen
nce of the input
i
impedan
nce
2
2 2
miismatch, the S21 values aree normalized with
w
1  S11 ).





dels
Whhile in the E-plane (Fig. 7.b)) the differencee between mod
is nnot large (in th
hat case EBG surface
s
acts as a PMC plane), in
thee H-plane (Fig.. 7.a) there is a drastic differeence between two
t
cannonical modells. It can be noted that the
t
PMC-back
ked
uniaxial model predicts very well the maagnitude and the
odel
deccaying tendenccy of the S21 paarameter, whilee the PMC mo
com
mpletely failed
d in prediction of S21 parametter. This is duee to
thee fact that for TE
T polarization
n the EBG surfface acts as a PEC
surrface for grazin
ng incidence.

(b)
Fig. 7. C
Coupling betweenn two dipoles abbove different strructures (actual
mushroom
m structure, ideal P
PMC and PMC-baacked uniaxial moddel) versus their
distance aalong the surface; (a) H-plane, (b) E-plane.

IV. CON
NCLUSION
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Canonical beehavior of eleectromagnetic bandgap (EB
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surrfaces is modeeled using PM
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BG
surrfaces in geneeral electromag
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produced by the
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MC backed DB
D model. This
T
is verifiied through the
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